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ABSTRACT
Australian Munitions Mulwala facility has for over 70 years produced small arms propellant
for the Defence and Civil markets. The processes and materials have remained largely
unchanged over that time, however, it is well understood that new propellant formulations
are needed in order to achieve higher ballistic performances and meet more stringent safety,
toxicity and environmental impact requirements. Australian Munitions has undertaken
extensive studies in the field of single base deterrents with the view to establishing new
propellants products with reduced toxicity. The approach has involved consideration of
manufacturing processes and the formulation requirements of the nitrocellulose propellants
with the selection of the new burn rate modifier constrained by requirements for processing,
stability, loadability and ballistic performance. The new deterrent technology is applied using
standard techniques and has demonstrated that it is highly effective in moderating the burn
of the propellant, at the same time, improves long term chemical stability.

INTRODUCTION
Australian Munitions (AM) produces small arms propellant for the Defence and Civil markets.
This manufacturing activity commenced over 70 years ago with the processes and materials
remaining largely unchanged over that time. The production facility produces single base
(where nitrocellulose as the main energetic ingredient) rifle propellants; these have a single
perforated grain geometry which, along with a suitable deterrent, produces a progressive
burn rate (which assists with the efficiency of the propellant burn). The propellant is deterred
with Dinitrotoluene, a chemical that helps modify the burn rate in the early stages of the
interior ballistic process.
Propellant for small arms ammunition is generally of single-base or double base, the primary
difference is that double base propellants consist of nitrocellulose with nitroglycerin (or other
liquid organic nitrate explosives). In both cases, stabilizers and other additives are used to
control the chemical stability and enhance the propellant’s properties. It is important to note
that the challenges in finding new deterrents for single base are different to double base as
single base propellants lack the liquid organic nitrate which can assist with mobility of the
deterrent component into the grain.
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Propellant performance is determined from its ability to convert chemical energy into
mechanical energy through the evolution of heat and gases that apply pressure to the base
of a projectile moving it down the bore of a barrel. Many factors influence this process.
Chemical composition is one important characteristic and another is grain morphology
(shape and size) which has a profound effect on the burning rate. To arrive at an optimised
propellant design it must be understood that the materials, processing conditions, physical
properties and chemical properties are all interlinked to determine propellant performance.
The goal is to achieve efficient combustion with optimised loadability to deliver improved
ballistic performance. In addition, other aspects such as improving shelf life of the propellant
or ensuring ballistic consistency over temperature extremes are also important. It is also
recognized that new propellant formulations are required in order to improve efficiency and
meet more stringent safety, toxicity and environmental impact requirements.
To improve propellant performance, and to prevent dangerously high pressure build up, a
burn deterrent (or burn rate modifier) is typically added to the propellant to regulate the burn
rate in the initial part of the ballistic process. This is generally achieved by coating a
chemical onto a propellant grain. The chemical will penetrate to some extent into the grain
matrix and acts to slow the burning reaction (by interrupting the chain reaction of burning) or
the chemical is cooler burning.
The most widely used single base deterrent is dinitrotoluene (DNT). DNT is a good burn
deterrent because it is stable over long periods and is chemically compatible with propellants
such as nitrocellulose, which is the major energetic component of most small arms
propellants. However, it is highly toxic and a suspected carcinogen which makes it a
chemical of concern. Recent legislation (such as Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and
Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) under the European Union) has resulted in the use of
DNT being highly regulated and will be banned in Europe from August 2015. Due to its
characteristics, DNT has associated environmental problems in that it builds up in and
around factory buildings, migrates very slowly into the soil and breaks down slowly. Other
currently available burn rate modifiers, such as dibutylphthalate (DBP), are also on the
substance of concern list and are likely to be banned. It is anticipated that materials such as
DNT and DBP will also have tighter restrictions applied as other countries adopt more
stringent safety and environmental regulations.
There therefore exists a need for alternative burn deterrents to DNT and other burn rate
modifiers currently in use. A reduced level of toxicity would be beneficial for improved
workplace health, safety and environment (HSE) considerations, future-proof propellant
range where legislation may restrict DNT based products and potentially improved the
effectiveness of burn rate moderation - which will improve ballistic performance.
The development of propellants at AM incorporates elements of geometry of the grains
along with the chemistry of the formulations. Propellants burn rapidly according to the
available burning surface and pressure of the gun system. Geometric considerations for a
burning surface yield a mass burning rate:
m=rAρ

(E1)

(where r is the linear burning rate; A is available surface area; and ρ is the density of
material), which links back to the Vielle equation, that describes the linear burning rate for
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propellant as being related to β, the burning rate coefficient; P, pressure; and α, the burning
rate index
r = βPα

(E2)

The constants applied to Vielle’s equation are affected or altered by variations to the
chemistry of a formulation. The impact of chemistry on the burning process is critical in the
propellant design, with the appropriate geometric adjustments made in response to the
effectiveness of the deterrent.
The search for a new reduced toxicity single base deterrent was constrained by chemical,
physical, process and cost as well as HSE implications.1 The key criteria for initial
assessment required consideration of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cost
Processed using existing equipment and infrastructure – solid with high melting point
(>65ºC, <90ºC)
Level of plasticisation (Deterrent-NC interaction)
Non-hydrophilic (minimal moisture uptake)
Compatibility/Stability with Nitrocellulose
Process viability (time for coating, stickiness, etc)
Diffusion – during coating process and over time
Combustion characteristics
Ignitability
Low toxicity of combustion gases
Complete burn, low residue

However, balancing performance and composition often requires one or more trade-offs.
To determine the viability of a potential new deterrent, an initial “paper” based analysis is
conducted followed by a development cycle with various decision points for either
continuation or cessation of the work. The typical process involves:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paper assessment of ingredient(s) including consideration of commercial needs;
Compatibility testing;
Formulating the ingredient into a product (small scale);
Stability assessments;
Performance assessments;
Munitions development and early qualification;
Scale up of sourcing and manufacturing;
Validation of performance and design;
Qualification of design.

This paper is focussed on the outputs of the program to replace DNT as a deterrent, or burn
rate modifier.
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METHODS
All test procedures and methods used for this work were based on internationally accepted
STANAG and/or NATO protocols for work with energetic materials, accredited locally to
NATA (ISO 17025) standards.
The typical AM test methods and tools used for propellant evaluation include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Abel Heat Test (AHT), for stability surveillance and review, using the Abel heat test
block from the Defence Research Centre, Salisbury.
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), for compatibility testing, using the Mettler
Toledo DSC 822e.
Gas Chromatography (GC), for component analysis and quantification, using the
Agilent 7890A.
Heat Flow Calorimetry (HFC), for monitoring and sentencing, using the TA
Instruments TAM III at 80 ˚C unless specified otherwise.
Ultra Performance Liquid Chromatography (UPLC), for component analysis and
quantification, using the Waters Acquity UPLC.
Methyl Violet Paper (MVP), for stability review, using the MRL/EOD Methyl violet test
heat block.
Solvent extractions using ether to extract through a Soxhlet process over a steam
bath, for component analysis by UPLC and GC.
Stabilizer depletion per NATO AOP-48, for monitoring and sentencing, using a
STANAG bath from the Defence Research Centre, Salisbury.
Thermo-Gravimetric Analysis (TGA), for compatibility testing, using the Mettler
Toledo STARe system in dynamic and isothermal modes.
Accredited ballistic testing using off the shelf BDAS and EPVAT systems.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The literature and ‘paper’ based analysis investigated thousands of potential deterrent
solutions, however, after the screening process only about 50 chemicals remained to
evaluate. The potential deterrents were then tested for compatibility with propellant before
trial assessments as coated deterrents. The decision tree for testing new chemicals included
the progression of methods from differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) to dynamic- and
isothermal- gravimetric analysis (TGA) to a simulated bulk auto-ignition test (SBAT) and
finally vacuum stability (VS).2 If at any stage the new chemical under test was shown to
clearly fall outside the limits of acceptability it was disregarded for further testing.
Conversely, new chemicals clearly passing compatibility assessment were progressed to the
next stages of development. Very few new chemicals progressed to the VS test, but any
adverse outcomes at that stage of testing led to the chemical being excluded from further
development activities.
The processing trials further screened out potential candidates, it was evident that many
chemicals had very poor coating penetration into the propellant matrix usually giving a thick
sticky layer on the surface of the grain, when cooled causes mass agglomeration. Coating
for prolonged periods of time could have aided in the deterrent penetration but
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manufacturing practicalities require a short process time (1-2hrs). Only in a few instances
was it found that a chemical could coat the propellant within the timeframe and give
reasonable penetration into the grain. Two chemicals were identified out of these trials for
small arms rifle propellants as burn rate modifiers, or coatings. For the remainder of this
work we are focussed on the first of those rifle deterrents (“A”) and all presented data relates
to the “A” deterrent. The “A” deterrent is a compound known to the food industry and for that
reason has the status Generally Recognized As Safe by the United States Food and Drug
Administration. The compound is non-energetic and has a melting point slightly above that of
DNT making it suitable for traditional application methods of propellant coating.
Stabilisation or stability of a propellant is a prime consideration during reformulation
activities. Introducing new ingredients can have a significant impact on the stability of the
propellant if the mechanism for stabilisation is impacted by the new ingredient(s) or if the
new ingredient is somewhat incompatible. Importantly, for the current work, the reader
should note that DPA is a component of the formulations at a level of approximately 1% by
weight.
To assess the long-term stability of the reformulated propellant, three comparison grains
were created from the same lot of base grain with different deterrent concentrations of: 6%
DNT; 6% of “A” and 2% of “A”. The baseline stability of the three propellants was measured
by way of AOP 48, Abel Heat and Methyl Violet Paper tests (Table 1) and Heat Flow
Calorimetry (Figure 1). According to stability results of AOP-48 Ed2, the propellants all
achieve a 10 year life. However, when comparing Abel Heat and MVP tests the 2% level of
Deterrent A gave similar results to the DNT coated propellant but for the higher
concentration of Deterrent A yielded significantly lower results.
TABLE 1: STABILITY TESTS – AOP-48, AHT AND MVP.

Heat Flow Calorimetry (HFC) according to STANAG 4582 was conducted on the three
propellant variants, this technique produced traces suggesting the new deterrent changed
the type/number of reactions occurring during heating giving a lower heat output. This
indicated the potential for longer term stability of the and that the new deterrent may have
some stabilisation properties.3
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FIGURE 1: HEAT FLOW CALORIMETRY STANAG 4582

A fixed temperature propellant stability trial was conducted using the Isothermal Simulated
Bulk Auto-Ignition test (ISO-SBAT). In a modified methodology, a 1.2 – 1.3 grams of ground
propellant inserted in the SBAT unit, which was preheated to 110°C The temperature was
then raised over two hours to 135°C and the temperature maintained for20+ hours. The trial
found that the DNT coated propellant combusted after 5.5hrs (giving 100% weight loss),
however the Deterrent A propellant did not lead to combustion even after 20hrs of heating
but ~50% weight loss was observed, Figure 2. This supported the HFC result, suggests that
propellant shelf life maybe significantly improved by using the new deterrent and that the
deterrent was also acting to stabilise the propellant.

Figure 2: SBAT results of fixed temperature trial at 135°C of DNT and deterrent “A” coated
propellant variants.

The ballistic performance of the new deterrent A was evaluated. The data for Figure 1 was
obtained from the Mulwala ballistics range using industry standard equipment and SAAMI
reference ammunition. The propellant used for generating the data was from standard
Mulwala single base propellant extruded base grain AR2208, but coated with various
quantities of the “A” deterrent to moderate the burn.
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FIGURE 1: .300 WM BALLISTICS WITH 180 GR PROJECTILE - AR2208 GRAIN WHERE DNT WAS REPLACED BY DETERRENT “A”.

Figure 1 shows a typical ballistic window for the .300WM calibre as well as an opportunity
window for the re-formulated propellant. The interesting points of note here are two-fold:
1. The propellant granules moderated by the “A” deterrent were significantly smaller
than typical AR2209, AR2213 or AR2217 granules generally used in this calibre,
Figure 4; and
2. The concentration of burn moderating coating was below normal levels of DNT
coating for the AR2209, AR2213 and AR2217 granules (4-10% by weight).
As a stand-alone propellant the AR2208 product was not well suited to the heavy projectile
applications in the .300WM calibre. The level of DNT required to moderate the burn of
AR2208 would exceed the maximum practical coat weight of 11%. Thus the new deterrent
was offering moderating potential well beyond the typical moderating potential of DNT.

FIGURE 4: PROPELLANT GRAIN SIZES
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To test the limits of the burn rate efficiency of the new deterrent a smaller grain variant
(AR2501 base grain) was chosen for coating and evaluation. The AR2501 grain type is
generally used in .223 and .308 calibre applications. When ~5.5% of Deterrent A was
applied to a AR2501 base grain and fired in the 300 Win Mag with 180grain projectile (Figure
5), the new deterrent demonstrated exceptional burn rate modification and because of a
more efficient burn produced an increase of almost 100 ft/s higher in velocity over the
AR2213 DNT coated propellant variant for the same pressure.

300 Winchester Magnum and 180gn
Sierra GameKing
AR2213
AR2501 B/G 5.5% Deter A

Charge
Corrected
Corrected
Weight (gns) Velocity (ft/s) Pressure (PSI)
78.0
2998
61290
76.5
3096
61703

FIGURE 5: PRESSURE / VELOCITY RELATIONSHIP: .300WIN MAG, 180-GR HSP PROJECTILE

Australian Munitions incorporate technology into propellants that yield exceptional ballistic
thermal stability, that is, the ability to produce the expected projectile velocity and gun
chamber pressure across a wide range of temperatures. Propellant samples were aged at
65.5 ˚C in an 5.56mm ammunition build (SS109 type projectile) to assess the ballistic
thermal stability of aged products, firings were conducted on samples aged 7, 14 and 21
days. The ammunition aging was over a lesser period than the propellant as a risk mitigation
against unforeseen eventualities. A brief overview of the ballistics deltas is presented in
Figure 6, which shows the difference in velocity and pressure of the aged ammunition
relative to the un-aged ammunition when fired at the conditioning temperatures -15˚C, 21˚C
and 52˚C.
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FIGURE 6: BALLISTIC THERMAL STABILITY OF AGED AMMUNITION.

It was clear that the “A” deterrent was not negatively impacting on the ballistic thermal
stability of the product, relative to the standard formulation containing DNT.
To assess the new deterrent for a potential impact on the propellant sensitiveness to
external stimuli, a series of grains were generated with respect to geometry and deterrent
concentration. These were then compared to existing DNT-deterred propellants, Figure 7, of
similar burn rates in the Mulwala facility FISH testing equipment.4 This data was achieved by
performing many tests at various energy levels and computing the energy (or Temperature)
required to yield a 5% probability of initiation.

FIGURE 7: DNT- AND “A”-DETERRED PROPELLANT RESPONSES TO EXTERNAL STIMULI (FISH)
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The FISH testing data could be processed in two ways to provide either a threshold initiation
level or an energy required to provide a certain probability of initiation. The latter
computation was favoured as it could provide a more informative result with respect to
production or handling risks.4 The low probability of initiation of 5% was used for the samples
as it was felt that issues with loading of ammunition and storage and handling of propellant
were the major risk areas outside of normal propellant manufacturing controls. It was clear
from the testing that the “A”-deterred propellants were of similar sensitiveness to external
energy stimuli as the existing DNT-deterred propellants of similar burn rates and/or
geometries.

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
A new single base deterrent was identified and developed through a pragmatic research
investigation. This new deterrent not only has significantly improved health, safety and
environmental attributes but also promising performance benefits. The new deterrent is
applied in a melt coating process in the same way as used for DNT. It was found that the
Deterrent “A” is a highly effective burn rate moderant and it was shown that this deterrent
can extend the limits of traditional grain geometry/design (ie. for improved burn efficiency)
yielding a significant benefit in ballistic performance where the propellant designs were
appropriately balanced between chemistry and geometry. Stability testing revealed the new
compositions with deterrent “A” to be stable, despite the MVP and Abel Heat tests showing
low results. The “A” deterrent did not increase the sensitiveness of the propellants to
external FISH stimuli.
Australian Munitions is well placed to provide a new range of commercial propellants of
excellent stability and reduced toxicity into relevant markets. Further work will include
analytical assessments of stabiliser mechanism, determine the reason for the poor AHT and
MVP test results and find an alternative spot test for rapid stability assessments of
propellants containing the new deterrent.
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